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THOUSANDS SLAIN APPOPLEXY CkUSEI STATESIIIGHTS

Co

Casualties in Moscow From
Riots Shockingly Large.
ne ;26

MURDER AND RUIN
FOLLOWED HY HUNGER

MR

Passed Away at His Home in Jack
isths., seen , eseor Only Coo
Half Hour's Illness.

and
OSbe-

Vorks

3ILLS—
SHOW

In Addition to 5,000 Killed 14,000
Deep regfet will be occasioned to
Washington, Dec. a6.—The boo
After several years hard work the
Wounded Suffer—Fighting ConChicago, Dec. 26.—Holding up a Believed He Has Gone to Join a
hundreds of people of this city to honored doctrine of states rights, proMoters of the interurban railway
tinued at Last Report.
Dismissed Governor, Who Is
learn that lair night at Jackson, which has been out of sight and out from here to Cairo, ISinois, have at crowded Aabiand avenue electric
Resisting the Government.
Tenn., there suddenly died Mr. De- of mind since the civil war times, last 'Succeeded in financing their proo car at Thirty-sixth street last night
Witt Newman, the son-in-law of as been taken from !the pigeon hole, ect, as word from the big trust com- six armed men fired a core of shots
"LOYAL" TROOPS SLAY
Prof. Md F. Lyon, of this city, and dusted off and precented to congress pany of New York a day or two ago through the windows and roof and
PEOPLE LIKE BRUTES. brother-in-law of Mrs. Dr. Samuel for consideration as a live issue.
studio that things had been already were 'engaged in robbing the paissen• UNITED STATES WON'T
gets, including several women and
H. Winstead, of Seventh and WashIt will be iojected into the .debates premed
INTERFERE IN CHASE.
.
•for. the finances and that
ington streets. The sad infotma- of congress after the 'holidays. It work could start obon the line. This children, when the trolley pole wa.
removed
from
the
wire
by the conLondon, Dec. a6.—The correspond- ition came doubly ebocking on ac- already has been the central 'theme being. hat the Paducalums have been
ent of the Daily Telegraph at St. count of the fact that Mr. Newman of several able speeches at the prs- waiting for, Contractors John Libel doctor, and the bandits were left
San Domingo, Santo Domingo,
Petersburg, in a dispatch dated at was sick only one and a kalfl-fiours. ent session. The doctrine was ex- the Past few, days has been getting istruggling in the darkness.
After a battle in which the invad- Monday, De6. 25.—Following the
6:454 p. m., Deceintser 25, says:
Messages from Jacileson sold that ponded in the old-fashioned demo'reat'y to start off the work id
announcement today that the presi"At an early hour this morning the he was taken ill wirb apoplexy short cratic fashion by that brilliant Kenthe grade for the roadbed, ers were pitted against the men pascasualties at Moscow were estinieted ly after supper lost evening and rap- tucky representative, Mr. Sherky, and- nionneed- that be had his teams sengers and the car crew, and in dent of the republic, Gen. Canoe F.
at 5.000 killed and te000 wounded, idly sank until clatmed by death at of Louisville, and other members of and
ge force of laborers ',ready to which several persons were trampled Morales, had left the capitol for an
upon in the frantic rush that, was unknown destination, troop, were
sta
with the fighting still proceeding.
o
work this morning.
8:30 o'clock.
ehe ristoority side presented argusent in pursuit of the chief magisinhabitant
Moscow
conemence just inside the
have
The
s of
, made for the exits, a wagon-load of
Mr. 'Newman was about 46 -years ments of a more or less ccnvincine
been forbidden to leave their dwelling ot age and had hundreds of friends character to show that state's right city doits at the extreme end of policemen arrived, and five of the 'trate.
robber, were captured.
What tOok place aftsr t'hat cannot
after 7 o'clock in the evening.
in this city; where be often visited, are being lost sight of in a pell-mell North( Eighth street and work to'The prisoners gave the names of be definitely determined, but it is
ware'ettai
"It is impossible to move about the and
weather
ro
until
winter
the
as cheersfully greeted, being a rush to augment the powers of the
„1 wilera.4 Edward Lenahan, Edward Higgins, known that a fight took
,,,;isperia
reccseitaie.
city in consequence of the frequency man of traits that made strong already centralized government.
place about
Arcola Against Federal Centred. ti,eis. .0f coin-, he camel tell how Cornelius Murphy, William Starr and :ten mites from 'here, and it is supof stray bullets. Many innocent per- friends of everybody
. He was hear
Michael ifoulilian. They were all posed that -Gen. Pinientel, the rebel
song have been accidentaNy
vehicle of die wintroduction erost; itif the roae:cd he can grade besome time last summer attending a
.__ fore late; elemeets arri\ei and Iv
"A scarcity of provisions h threat- gathering of relatives and this was of the state's righte ellittrine is tne
conmsander, was attacked by govern:
o severely bruised and *retched.
Two men boarded else car at. Thir- ment troops.
ened."
out
the last time his Paducah friends proposition to give the federal gov- thP Mica away krom
ty
,
siictli street. They leaped to the
The same correspondent, telegraphWhereabouts Unknown.
ernment control _ of the insurance "Per
'rv.
had all seen him.
front
ing at loo38 p. m. says:
platform, and holding revolThif
company
is capoahzed at
companies
opponents
The
.
The
this
of
whereabouts of the fugitive
About twelve years ago he wa.3
correspondent's
vers. at the head of the motorman,
Moscow
"YOU'
.
!plan declare that it is just what the $t,00ciipoo and the promoterehavebeen
president
is not known. It is genunited
marriage
to
in
Miss
Zetta
tetegrams have not been accepted befur the past three years get- James Callahan, they forted him to erally supposed
insuranc_e companies want; 'that if at
'that he endeavored
cause all private messages were re- Lyon, one of this city's most popte
stop
the
car. FOLIC accomplices then
itg rights oi way through
to gain the coast and embark on
lar young ladies, who is a sister of the generod government takes the sufused this afternoon.
got.
on
the
rear
platform,
and
d,
passed
while
be
to
going
over
in
pervision of the companies away
one of them covered James Link, board o sloop with the object of
"It is learned, however, that can- Mrs. Dr. Winstead, daughter of,
from the 'states,
people will :Ose froessAltiere to Cairo. To those not
Prof.
Lyon,
and
sister
Mrs.
of
J.
non firing is nose oroceecring in varthe conductor, 'with his weapon, Teaohing Puerto Plata, on the north
companies. Their in telltd
' with the teak it seethed
coast of 'Santo Domingo, and there
ious parts of the city tonight vary If. Roborts, wife of the former pre- al control over the
three
men entered the car.
appareat that it would not be a sucargument
can
r.he
people
that
is
sciding
elder
the
Methodist
here
of
near the railroad itation, where the
"Everybody hold up your hands. join Governor Perez, who -has been
cess but without divulging their
barricades erected by the revolution- churches. who was this fail pins- make themselves felt through local affairs, those behind the railway line We want your money and will shoot dismissed by the government from
the post of governor of Puerto Pita
ferred to the Jackson, Tenn., dis- and state governments, but that the have Aron quietly, but vigorously the first mass who tries to stop
ists are being desperately defeadel
us," but erbo
federele government is too far torefuses to nurrender hie of"The Kursk terminus at Mbscow trict.
said
work**
the leader of elle band.
all the time and have got
is being pillaged and many wagons 'Besides his widow the (ices/Heed moved from the people to respond to thitteft shape so that the interurban
Evidently hoping to thoroughly fice. On the other hand there are
These men also
laden with provisions are being leaves two little girls, the oldest of popular 'impulses
atafttainty beyond any qestion of frighten their intended victims before those who believe that the president
say that if the federal government is t
looted.
winch is about ten years of age. H.
risking the wholesale robbery, the is endeavoring to cross 9anto Doado(,
were given control of insurance, it
"The Emperor is engaged daily in is also survived by two brothers.
trio
fired repeatedly through the mingo by land and reach Monte
Thp ptomoteih estimate that it will
also can go a step farther and as'reviewing at Tsavskoe-Selo the regiSte Newman was formerly a railwindows and the roof. Several wo- Christi, on the north coast and west
cost
per
"
tin .wincibmg like $15•000
ments of the St. Petersburg district. road conductor, then afterwards en- sunw direction of any other business,
elf Puerto Plata, from which port it
to butl. d the line, but the)- have men fainted and children cried in
The spirit of the trop. i. decidedly tered the grocery business, but at as there are very few businesses soitThtle
I- not fa r ite
lisoant.
sain
terror.
When
the
uproar
and
conerso at thor cigsrmand' are the linance
the time of his death was the trav- contracted as not to_engaege in irster• needed,
Uncle
iirsion
were
at
their
height
the
Interested.
conand
voill
ware oust w'hentvof
eling representative of a large flour- I state operations.
ductor striking away the arm of the
Juan
ribs
F.
permits,
weather
Sanchez,
It
they
can
find
the former forSTRIKERS ARE SATISFIED.
In the most emphatic manner, the
i
os
milt •
a sunicient
number of good working man who threatened 'hie life, puled eign ministor of San to "Domingo,
state's
rights
advocates
assent that days diving the winter, things wit the trolley rope and the interior of with the
This .morning Dr and hi,.. SamAmerican special
With the Progress Made by the
uel Winstead soul son went to jillo the power of supervising insurance be ptehere along, and then activity re- the car
plunged io dark
ra. Csimsnaader Albert
DilWorkingmen.
companiet
should
be
left to the
son to attend the funeral services
ns and former %flitter
states;
that
vest
the
governmen
t
is
which will probably be held IS011
if pessibleohe line can be completed • Callahan, the mototsnan, gait bat- F. D'awson, and Fredeoico
Ve
New York, Dec. 4.—The
St. time tomorrow
no only the one tsat governs the
.
tle to the two men on the flr04 plat quee minister of finance, an Jan
aboid next !all.
Petersburg correspondent of
the
least, but that governa at home.
Afeer iiihtling for the roadbed, the form. He stsack one of the rob- ary JO last signed the agreement be
Herald cables the follooing under
Insurance Presidents Agree.
ties mid 'ohm eall be laid, and finish- bers a blow ih the face, *wagering tween the Ulaited States and Sant
yesterday's date: 'A member of the
Thepresidento.
elve big insur- ing the west going through the him. He followed up his advontage Domingo
iding f,)r the fiscal
executive council, said today:
ance companies are doing much by tovntyti they virti *ea lay their tracks by Ming the enotroller ham* and protectorate of the United
"In spite of the thoroughly outward
States
their actions to cciroborate the Oleo- on *into this city, and alto opposite Woofing it down upon the lesdit's Over Santo Domingo
appearance of elelay, e are thoroughhid.
ry
of
The
injured
*ate's
the
rights advocates. Cairt after which the depots and
man. fell to the
ly satisfied with the progress of the
Their apparent willingness, and evtu terniblals will be constructed and the street, but arose and flesi. His :cm
strike. In the outskirts of St. Peters- CONTEST INSTITUTED
Will Not Now Interfere.
BY DE- dsire to be taken under the wing of line thrown open for operation.
panion went inns the car to Abe aid
ham all is in order. The strike is
FLATED CANDIDATE FOR
Washingto
n, Dec. a6.—Adviets rethe three men who were engaged
the federal gervernerient tends to ive
now gradually working inward.
Wkitesides and the' other pro- of
LEGISLATURE
ceives/ by cable at the state and navy
the impression that they are tiredof
in a hand-to-hap:I fight.
moters
fee!
over
jubiliat
the
Ode
"Tramway men .receive their wiges
A .paosenger who escaped from the departnvents from Santo Domino
having the states hold a whiphand stacceasful cerholnati
on of their protoday; tomorrow they will strike.
car informed the police, who came indicate tha* a serious condition of
user them, and would be more Char. motion which
it a rest thing not
"On the Lhtli Prospect last night Successful Representative Replies in pleased to seek shelter under
the pro only for alio city andsthiro, butthe it' a patrol wagon, entered the car affairs exists there. The captain of
men
armed
otw
were out. The
400 of
Kind, and General Assembly
tectie», of the government
Senator intervening rural distrote as well, as and drove the 'libbers from it at the the Port of Puerto Plata lias been
police surrounded our leader, M. VasMust Decide.
Rryden of New Jersey, the head man it opens additional sources for devel- point of their revolvers. The ban- nhot and killed during an insurrecash, pointing revol,vers at his head.
in one of the largest insurance com- opment of the Jannis:Rh and en- dits eacheaged ghots with the police tionary movement, and the governor
'We dropped twenty of them.
of that province has defied the genpanies in the world, is wiring gov- hances matters in every respect from men, but were overpowered..
eral government and barricaded
"Further, a demonstration of 000
ernment
supervisio
insurance.
n of
London, Ky., Dec. a6.—When the
the
a coaninerciat standpoint.
soldieri in our favor took place. The Kentucky legislature
town. The Dominican governmen
meets next wild be has the active support of lead
t
Tbinae
project
behind
have
the
had
cossacks lactated them with the re- week at Frankfort
has issued a decree removing
the gov
it .will be called ins officials of other big companies. many obstacles to overcome ag a
sult that sixty-lour were wounded.
ernor. The state department
upon to try a contest between W Senator Morgan G. Bulkeley, of hitter
has
fight was put up against them
determined that this, is an 'internal
"In the Navia and Viborg districts M. Howard, defeated democratic Ceintivecticut, president of another
born many sourcereit after putting
difficulty and will not intervene
demonstrations took place in which candidate for reprelientatiVe.
insurance
corporation,
at
who manwpoth
about 330,000 into,
proj,ct, they
this stage.
soldiers played a prominent part.
went on the ballot by petition inothe was. an intent lireener in the house have finally gotten' it through to
CONFESSED
TO
HAVING
"Our entire armed force tonight is Seventieth legislative distriet, com- dnring tOt debates before the vaca- socceta.
KILLED
HIMSEL
F
TO
tion
adlounime
posed
SAVE
Of
nt,
emergenci
and
the
he leaned very
ready for
es.
Today we
counties of Laurel and
titre- the additional police
arrived,
LYNCHING.
passed resolutioas to resort to ex- Rockcastle, and James G. Yadon, strongly toward a mild form of goy
but others say this to not
HEAVY LOSS BY FLAMES.
true. He
the republican nominee, who was ernment supervisions
tremes.
also claimed he had drat*
only a
One reason why the big convene "MI of the Cancssisn army is in a awarded the certificate of "election by
little egg-nog that morning
Damage Amounting to troo.000 Done
and the
His Wife and Henry McCune, Col- effects
state of mutiny. As Gov. Gen. Vor- A majority on the face of the returns favor governmental control is that
could pot be felt, but his wife
in Little Rock.
ored, Are Still in Jail Awaiting
would eqable them to adopt a bet
ontzoff-Dashkeff was guilty of send- of about too°. Howard is an old
haa-elready stated that they had
_
ex
quite
-Union
soldier and brother of Rep ter syetern of doing buaineid. Now
ing out 'hooligans,' it has been reTheir Trials.
a quantity di the intoxicati
ng beverresentative J. J. C. Howard, of Clay the intrigue states have conflicting
Ilitte Rock, Ark , tree. 26.—thic
solved to captnre him.
age.
"Our delay in St. Petersburg is due county, who was aseassinaited about laws on insutance. One state will the ghost disastrous fires in the hisAfter Tice died hie body was taken
to the arrest of the executive com- a year ago. Yadon is a young mart adopt certain requirements of admis tory ef Little Rock visited this city
Yesterday nes-rote- between land 3 to the Pool &
Nance widertakiag
at
an
early
moaning.
hour
this
about
as
With
years
eion to do business, and another state
mittee. Difficultiea have been placed
o'cri.ck John Tice. , -doxect, die* at establishm
ent where Corner Charles
In hi; notice of contest Howard adores an entirely different standard. the exception of two simile builditose. tti‘or,iiiewt
in the way of,one Meeting. As there
'pital, as result of the Crow held an
inquest. On the conare some aora members of our execu- charges that Yatton'o election visa se The result le embarrassment and con every builditio on the wed( bounded e
inn'iolnd 'd upon Ins body the day fession being
ptodieed, the jury
by Second, Third, Low Siatia and before
bee eionneitteto 'see meet simultan- cured by unlawful trie of money &Sul fusiers.
d
. the bombardment at quickly returned a
verdict, saying
Center
sweets
was'
shnitroyed.
The
It is a mistake to suppose that
whislky, beer, brandy and other ineously in six different places."
F4evetith et* litroadveay. 'Before he Tice came
to his deith by his own
heaviest inset is Fredolitoesch. whose
the
insurance
toxicating
conmaness
breathed Is last Tice made the sen- hands, therefore
drinks and things of ealuc
are running
At taartsoitiSelo a ten-hour counit was suicide. After
four-itory carriage ottplository was satkenal
confession that he killed the\ inquest the
cil was- held Sunday.., Irhe Primo in the counties of Laurel and Rock - away from federal control. As a burned
remains were turned
a
ground!,
ansing
to
the
a
loss
general
propositio
n,
entitle;
that
himself
they would hail
prevent the crowd from get- over to Andy Watkins,
fraud, corruption and
Minister never metrtioncif a word of'
the colored
of abbot $sp.000.
ting hold of hints Being told that undertaker
the strike. That A-as referred to a, bribeey were practiced. In another it with satiefaction, believing that it
of South Seventh street,
distritioal
burned.
The
included
ho
would
bring
relief
paragraph
he
and
was
fate*
the
'wounded
security.
'le was asked and are now being
military council. It ‘N a decided in:
notice of contest beprepared for
the livery. ,stablo pf c.
Kraft. .the for a confession,
and made his state- 'Serial, It is probable
reference to file Itesinna that a vote comes very personal sod makes salty
they will be
ayitaigogit
erchapts'
JeWishs
old
ee•
ments
irk
charges
presence
against
of
"Scotty" Denies He Is Dead.
Dr. Frank Boyd interred today.
tsses:
be given to all, pkoltig 'tent
Yadon.
stable, site c
r of and two of the nurse,
at the insti- -------- -In reply Yadon denies the charges
Los Angels. Dee. 26e-A letter'front) sinalitriC4 fitt.
The dead man's -wife is still in jail s
.otroupred. by tution.' s
made by Toward and makss allega- Walter Scott, the -cowboy. who was bloc
Dedication.
Withdrew
and will be, given a trial today for
'the' ehope the entire loss
Fie said that after he shot at the part
There was lodged with the clerk tions against the latter. Howard, in reported murdered in Death Valley is estimated at abut ifoceacin
%be took in the sensational
Officer
a
Clark, Mr. Campbell Jarvis, affair, by resisting the
some
days
response
age),
was
declare,
received
rthat
by
the
a
charges
a discontent stating thint whAtlikeitin
offieers. trenry
,
.
Albert Sesser, and the others, he MieCtine, the
friend in this city yesterday, stating
Heighths addition was laid off near are false.
negro- who rernaoYo
For
Gone
Campbell.
thought
he was downed to be Ouriog the bombardm
that Scott had been stint, but was not
Arcadia. that streets were . opened
ent, "Let's Rib
Deitterday at noon Drtective T. J lynched, and rather then die that way
Judge. Murray P. Tuley, a whilom seriously hurt.
alb the white people" is in jail, and
nod dedicated for fret two of the
Inctianapid
Monet
Inds
for
is,
to
left
started
blow
to
out his brains, but will he tried today. on the charge
county, but that .1)14 ;county" govern- Kenteckian, died. on the asth in
of
Prentice Campbell, col- his unsteady hand refused to work the
It ja announced from New York firing hack
incitlog a riot. When he unfortenment woeld never aVeept the thor- Kenosali, Wis., where ne had, lived
Gutting
charged
ored,
who
is
with
revolver
which
then
h
e
sometime
took In his ately made his remark he lost
and was one of the most that the big eight-hour-day fight, beoughfares and
several
rcve
I
them, there noted
Charles Baker, white, forestial of the left 'hand. put the butt of the gun to
men of the section. File served tween the printers and, their
teeth from a smash in the mouth by
fore the stork%
emthe corti in many
'city's cleaning department, last. July, the neighborhood of his heart, and the
heliusratte_ppelticus d_uring PldYera _Who _are_membere of what it
biffy, of Patrolman Will Johnson.
pany controlling the addition withdnritnr n-figist-thty had iff Howland' fired, sending the builet through his
his rfe
who let him have one with the dab
known as the Typothetate is already
drew their deeds of dedication, clostown regarding some cfficklios. they body. . He talked abont twenty minpaltially on in that city hid on the
Officer Clark is resting well a1/id not
.*.driip /Iresiiretts aniki-Couretted pit in
residing chase to •each Other,? Camp- utes in making the death-bed stateS.
R.
Hoye
ex
-clerk
fatally initired, although the stoisede
1st
-of'
will
be
Tennesthe
fitily inaugurated:
taih Atto priVate• Pie/4410 fill c'zescaped but 'was cattght at ment, us-bids was put down in long
see supreme cot4 and one of
are quite serious. Ile is ime of the
tjle
'eM Fr 'tin vi1iir,
was beet known lawyers
Indianapolis bast - /week and'tnkclered hand by the doctor.
most popular man on the force and
in* the 5tate. •is
Italy has a new cabinet which was held.t. The •dietfttisre 'wilt yin • hack
In' his dying statement Tice said everybody inquire* !lowly of the
dead at Jackson,
‘Tenn.
gazetted :Sunday.
• Ili. lean Friday
• he only fired dwelt times, lip until neWspaper offices
' et •
a1)01.14. hie condition.
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Santo Domingo's Chief Skips
to Other Climes. -
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Question Is Up
Weather Permits.
Prisoners by the Police.
PURSUIT OF FUGITIVE.
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MISS HOLLAND ENTERTAINS
THE ENTRE NOUS AND
OTHERS.
Delightful German Given
by the
Cotillion Club Last Evening at
the Palmer.
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o

Busy People
411•9111

o

who use up much Brain and Nerv
e Force and
Physical strength receive the mo
st benefit in

Specia Sale
On Wall Paper.
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THE GREATEST
BARGAINS IN WALL
PAPER THAT
I:
VT
R
HA.
BE
EN
5
OFFERED TO TH
E VUBLIC.
YO
U
CA
N PAPEk•
A ROOM, SIDE
WALL, CEILING
AND BORDLR
Tomorrow afternoon Miss
TO MATC.tt ,
Nell
FOR THE SPALL
Holland, of South Sixth street
SU:d OF ONLY 65
, will 0l
CENTS. NICE
entertain the Entre Nous
PLAIN F.
stAL DESIGNS TH
club and
AI/
AT OTHERS ARZ
other friends.
SELLING AT 6 CE
NTS
ROLL, WE WILL bE
•
.0
LL YOU AT ONLY
*ic PER SINGLE
Delightful Affairs
o
ROLL
TRADE MARK.
OR 3 CENTS PER
At many places over the city •••
DOUBLE ROLL, AL
o
L
NE
W AND BEAUTI
Christmas 'evening and last
The food in liquid form.
.• DESIGNS. ALSO
FUL.
night
NICE HANDSOME
parties, Xmas trees and other
s
•
DE
forms
SI
GN
S
AT
Th
is
I
sc,
sp
le
toe
nd
, 15e, lociid food-drink supplies them with
of entertainment were given
AND UP TO $3.00
and a
PER SINGLE ROLL
It
o
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e
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great time enjoyed by everyb
em
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,
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L
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h
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d
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TO SULT THE PE
OPLE. NEW PA
The ideal aid to digestion—non-in
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NE
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toxicatGerman Club.
1
ing—delicious to the taste.
DESIGNS IN CORN
This evening the German clu
ICE
AND—EVERY CONS
b of ••
IEVe.ABLA
the Washington school buildi
Sold by all druggists and grocer
OR AND LOVELY
ng will 5.
AFFRINGSD BORD
s.
be entertained by Miss Edna Roo
ERS TO MATC
ks, *0
H. ALL.
at 'her home on Fifth and
COLORS IN BURLAP
Prepared by
Clark
S...ALSO HAND
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ME
• streets.
WO
OD
Anheuser-Busch Brewing As
EFFECTS 114)
JAPAINIBBE FIBRE,
s'n
ALL COLORS.
,
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E
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Programme Outlined For the East- The Bar Association Holds Its
Meeting Tomorrow Night tcs
ern Star Entertainment Next
Saturday Night.
Hear From Conamittee,
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pleasing announcement that-the work evening at whichotime the secret over on Jones street. The buildings
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hrgest Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction Guaranteed
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Co.
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers,

3

BOTH PHONES 72

SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.

KING IN CAIRO I BIG BUSINESS I COLLEGE TALKS
COMES BACK BY SATURDAY
SEVERAL, IMPORTANT MUR- REV. PINKERTON WILL DETO ATTEND TRIAL OF
DER CHARGES BEFORE
LIVER
A
SERIES
AT
SMEDLEY.
JUDGE SANDERS
HIRAM, OHIO.
•
.m•=1,

Mrs. David Glass Injured on Face by
Mamie Caldwell Given Continuance Church Entertainments and Trees An
Stray Bullet-hlumber of Minor
of: Shooting Husband, Who
Successful Affairs-Tree for
Mishaps.
Still Lives.
Poor Tonight.

FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
Fur Top Felt Slippers, all,colors, - - - $1.00
Congress Felt Slippers, - - - - - - $1.00
Velvet Slippers, all colors, - - - - - $1.00 Warm Lined Shoes, - - - - - - $1.00
Men's Slippers, all styles.
Little Gents' Rubber!loots, 1 toll, - - $1.25 ,
CALL EARLY AND GET CHOICE.

Conductor Thomas King, of the
The police have been proud of the
About one week from tormnorrcny
street railway compenys, .is at the
fact that thinlps have been pretty Revl W. H. Pinkerton leaves for
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No. 5302 Gets the Big Doll at

Harbour's Book Dept.

t

I

This ticket was held by Miss Lyda Iliff,1212 S.
Seventh street, and,the doll has been presented to
hers Tickets No. 1632, 4089,5262 and 7028 were
also drawn front the box and if you hold any of
these numbers bring them to us and you get a
pretty doll free.
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Easy Wey to Wake Money.
CURE FOR FOOTBALL CRAZE
Wife-I ha -3 made ;50 this afterShe of Wales Knits Husband's Soaks
noon.
Ait ANCIENT INDIAN JAR.
Six-Nile Walk Every Day Will
!What One Sinoare Mtn Did Not Find.
and Sees That He Wears
Husband-Peew!
Serve
as
an Antidote for
-a
Them.
Rare Specimen of Crockery Recentli
"You paid caly $100 for that old
is
the Game.
Discovered in the State of
BY Z. X.'FRIRDX.A.N.
' piano, didn't .sou?"
"Give me a quick shave," mid a man
Like her mother before her, the
"Yes."
▪
New York.
who
had
wandered
Alexande
into a stranger Peck, a well-to-do farmprincess of Wales is a first rate house
The Rev. Hiram Stoddard-kindest,
"Well, I hay' sold it for $150."
looking
er,
barber
three
shop
in
miles
Washing.
lower
keeper,
south
and
though
of
she
this
is
very
a
busy
city, bebest and sincerest among men-had
R. Horracks, of Fonda, N. Y., while
"Gracious nu.! What are you Vita
woman socially, there are but a few lieves he has solved the football craze ton.
been called from an 'Obecure town to to do with the money"
stalking'deer during the last hunting,
"Yea, salt," replied the Egyptian
things in the management of her with his son. Mr. Peck, reports Use
guide the destinies of one of Chicaseason at the Little Falls of the upper
"There isn't nay money."
household which she does not under. Indianapolis News, has a boy of foot- barber, who was stout and swarthy.
go's largest and most fashionable conWaters pf the Sacondaga, near Lake
"Eh?"
ball
began
age, who attends the high school
to eo
the customer's Pismo, caught in a heavy
stool and many vfhich she personally
gregations. On Sunday he was to
downpour
"I sold it to a dealer. He gives me
In this city, and has for two years. colait ande
waistcoat.
superintends.
preach his first sermon and he.was a new piano I,r $200 and
• of rain, was obliged to seek shelter
allows me
"Hold
When
on!
the
I asked for a sit'hve," ex- from thegtorm under the
football mania first inThe princess has no liking for sit
naturally anxious to put forth the best $150 for the c:d one. If you'd stay
ledges of the
ting with idle hands, and she is never vaded this section he was mucheaought claimed the customer.
Little Falls. While sitting there his
efforts of which he was capable, not at biome and lEt me go to your office
'leer
"I
to
stave
join
you,
aerie"
the
mid
without some sort of needlework. She
the barber, attention was attracted to what seemed
Alexandria team, as
only in order to maintain but also to and attend to your business
you'd
not only knits the' prince of Waled tte was of athletic build and possessed and calmly proceeded to hang up the to be a round, brown boulder partly
further his reputation for brilliancy
soon
be
rich.
just
think!
Fifty
dol
,
of heroic courage. The boy confided wearing apperel.
covered with moss. Carelessly strikeloquence and orteinality of ilaibeght.
tars a day is rmething over $25,00C socks, but sees that he wears them his
Teen he removed collar and tie, un- ing it it gays
ambition to his father, who wanted
Once, for instance, when the prince
ei He began, therefore, to work on his a year."-Stray
forth a hollow sound. keit
after a long day's shooting, retuteed to know why he desired to join an or- buttoned the customer's shirt and curiosity being excited, he dug away
Introductory sermon several weeks in
home tired and wet, the princess was ganization that meant weekly injury tucked it down.
the earth with his bunting knife and
advance. But somehow all the
WANTID TO KNOW.
.toPtedi
having her tea and the sportamen and possible frequent disfigureifent. •• "What are you going to do?" de- soon laid bare a symmetrically formed
the chose failed to satisfy him, and he
were all quite ready for theirs', bat- "I need the exercise," was the re-, manded the customer, now • little earthen jar.
dismissed one after the other aq being
careful wife that she is-the princess Minder; "I don't get enough exercise frightened. "Is this the way to give
The jar stands ten inches high. At
either hackneyed, uninteresting, downii,un:ck shave?"
would not give her husband any until to enjoy my meals."
its largest circumference it measures
right dull or untimely. He wanted
Peck, pere, was equal to the emer"I make you feral plenty of good," 30 inches, and at its smallest
he had changed his wet boots and
. Romething that would fit the hour and
20 inches,
said
the barber reassuringly.
gency.
"Hereaft
er,
stockings
my
son,"
The circumference of the top or mouth
,
and
he,
said he,
thpugh laughing and
r his congregation by its fitness.
"instead of riding to school in the
Then he began to strop a razor like of the jar is 24 inches'.
protesting, had to do her bidding.
k As the appointed Sunday approached
The princes" is an excellent mother, morning on the traction line, and home a jackknife with a large inlaid ebony
The vessel on the inside bears signer
fte Rev. Hiram Stoddard grew more
and both she and the prince are very in the evening, you can walk. If that handle containing a fan and a stiletto of use, but the outside shows no trace
teed more' nervous, and he who had
"He's going to cut my throat." of fire, as is usual in Indian jars.
anxious thee their childhen should be does not furnish you suMelent exercise,
steels facility of invention and phrase,
The
brought up on the simplest lines pus I can find /Something else for you to thought the customer. "I'd better keep bottom is rounded. The ornaments
lo aeom a sermon had been as noths
do
in
quiet
the
and
perhaps I can escape. This eon around the top is of the usual
mornings and evenings."
reline. When they are at York cottage
lag at all, now found that a sermon
For almost two years, winter as well Is a quick shave rnith a vengeance. I'll style of the Mohawk pottery-t
they leave their little ones with them a
eras everything in the world.
hat is,
His
as summer, except on rainy days, the lose my train, anyway."
•series of straight and diagonal lines.
great deal, says Home Notes.
anxiety put a stumbling block in the
It was one alleviation that the bar- The jar still bears the moss that had
Formerly the hall was constantly boy has trudged uncomplainingly to
may of his abilities. If he had merely
used by the small princes. One day. Alexandria, three miles away, and ber web not loquacious. He went about gathered on the rounded bottom that
shoved his anxiety to one side his
was exposed above the earth.
however, a visitor fell over a hoop be- home in the same way. The exercise his weft seriously and methodically.
` quick mind would have found a clear
He roared some drops of an aromat
The jar is a well preserved specimen
longing
to Prince Edward, and now has been beneficial, but financially it
Math-a bit of advice as good as it is
the children have a special play room has been a losing game for his father IC tincture into a basin and carefully of Mohawk pottery, and is rare on aclawless to a man in the clutches of
for the boy's appetite has grown to washed the patient's cheat. The next count of the shspe of the top, which
of their own.
"Worry.
is
'
be something phenomenal, as has tiles thing was to investigate certain mole, cut in three curves, forming
Thursday night found the reverend
three
growth
in weight and strength, of itself and in pne or two cases to pull out eoints, which give it a triangular
gentleman in the library of his new
SENSE OF THE TURTLE.
of far more value than money. Notts- hairs with a pair of tweezers and aphome In Michigan avenue, wretch:41y
59'pearnc.
It is a singular fact that the three
Reptile Possesses Remarkable Ia- lag is ever said by the son of "lack of ply a dab of ointment.
all at ease and all but on the verge of
et
exercise." and if-he continues to hankThen taking a gilt shaving cup in- largest opeciiners of !lichen pottery
despair.
etinet for Finding Nester .atler membership in the football scribed with shorthand symbols of now in the valley were found in the
From time to time he gazed restleming Ground,
team, he is wise enough to keep it to Arabi: he lathered the chest, shoul- lake region of the foothills of ths
le et has well-stocked shelves in the
ehe-I don't understand this wireless
During the summer months, from himself, fearing a nightly introduction ders and lower back of the neck of the Adirondacks-the ftehmond jar. the
hope that some book would help him ; telegraph
y.
customer and proceeded to shave with Hanson jar and the liorracks jar.
May to August, the big sea turtle to a good-sized woodpile at home.
*et of his quandary. He arose once or
He-It is very easy. They just send
The Horracks jar is in the possessior
the
je.ekknife. which Was fairly sharp.
lay their eggs in the beach. They
twice as if inspired, fingered the fat messages through
the air. instead of over
IMMENSE IRON MINES.
of W. Max Reid for the present and to
"By
the
come
way,
possibly
an
volumes and then sat down again,
the;
Is
hundreds
-iteratio
of
for
miles,
n
and
he wires.
appendicitis?" askel the cestomer with an Were:sera study. It Li not as large
if undisturbed, win land within a few
sighing to himself hopelessly.
i
She-i 'know; but bow do they attach
Those of Canada Bid Fair to Surpass
mild sarcasm. "Perhaps you think I'm es-the Hanson jar, but to those inter
yards of the same place year after
1
-A walk might do me good and clear i.ite air to the pol-s?-Chicago
Journal.
Any ()there in the
an actor going to wear a tow necked ented in the life and affairs of the
yam says Forest and Stream. They
the vapors from my.brain," said the
eorigisal Americans" is of equal value
World.
toga le the forum Wens."
crawl up tbe beach in- the night and
minister toehimself. So, giving over
Ilgeoneerned.
, all further attempts as ukelees, he put 3214 the rheasant to *he V•abb!ta
make their nest In the sand just above
"I shave good Egyptian style." re"Canada will yet furnish to the world
OLD-TIME RUSSIAN REPUBLIC
"I'm enlas- d at your bad habits,
high water mark. I have watched
I as his hat and coat and passed out into
Its Iron supply. It will be just the same plied the other serenely, and fetening
Don't yeti know Its very rude to sit and
-them from behind a sandhill, but a few
the night.
silver
a
basin
with
semi-circ
a
ular
care'"
withlron as with wheat. A decade from
Genuine Republicanism Obtained with
' He walked north along Michigan
feet away.
knd the :ook the haughty pheasant
now Canada will outstrip all other ooun- opening to fit the neck he placed It unEveryone on Equal
(wean& his heeds crossed behind his Turned en them was far from Pleasant.
They dig the aele with their hind
tries in wheat growing. The production der the patient's chin and booked up
But nelther of the'rabbits turhed a hare
Footing.
flippers, and after covering it over,
back, his brows puckered, still thinkchain
•
around
the
back.
of iron at•cheaper rate than it can be
—Life
--. lag of his serums eespite himself. It
first filling it with eggs, they will go
The
effect
in
mirror
the
was of a demade elsewhere will cause Canada to
It is not generally known that the
,"rttad cccurred to him that
a
few
feet
and
make
another
place,
at the sight of
I
Home Thrust.
take a similar position as far as iron is vice to feed infants. Its object, how- rest.. eitneets, bent on making Russ!?
) the 'roiling waters of the lake would'
Knicker-Why does a novelist al- always thought as a blind, for one concerned. In tea years Canada will ever, seemed to be to catch the super- a repuLliz, are
grounding their brat
looks just like the other. They lay have
Nerve as an inspiration, but In his ab- ways dream his heroine in "some
become a - wat metallurgical coun- abundant thin lather that flowed in that the Muscovites will accept this
cling.
each month usually during the high try.
sent-nitndedness he forgot about the ing white stuff"
You will see an iron industry In streams from the upper lid and down form of government on the fact that
lake altogether and, h
less of where
Mrs. Knicker-Becaese a man ex- tides of that month, beginning in May this dominion larger than in any other the sides of the face.
at one time there were a number ol
be west, turned west
d.
pects a woman to stick to one dress and ending In August, from 90 to 185 country in the world." Thus saAth Dr.
"Go ahead," spluttered the hapless republics in the present
absolute emeggs.
All unaware of it
• Rev. Hiram forever- Why. yes, Henry, I could get
P. L. T. Hernelt, the Preach metallurg- customer, noticing a clock in the tote*. pire. (Thief among them, says the
CouDuring the. summer I found and ical expert,
!Stoddard, his eyer,6ent on the groulen a new one for
inventor of the electric roe "You've only been at this quick rler-Journal, was the republic of NovY. Sun.
brought
into
camp
In search of bjs /Motive 'sermon, found
2,755 eggs. I put smelting process named in
his honor. shave Mr 36 minutes. Do you generally gorod, embracing the immense territory
some in the sand near our camp and Pig iron,
lehasell in
heart of a squalid, povSlightly Contused.
from the White sea and Dena ,to
he says, is the basis for struc- snake appointments by letter?"
artyliptric
"Poverty," lpaid the cynical philoso in 27 days the top eggs hatched, the tural and other steel. "At present
district that presented a
The face was shaved twice la the Volga and the Sea of Petpus. Ot
Canrest to the aeighborhood cher, "is no disgrace. On the contrary, rest in three days more. The little ada spends $60000,000 to $60.000,000 in apace of 16 minutes, and the man
in repeeblics were the states at
turtles would dig one raise their lit- buying steel
h he had just passed.
ft may be an honor."
abroad. The idea ought to the chair had hopes of escaping. He intake and others. They lost their iatle
heads
and
sniff the air a moment, be to make that steel in this country
'hie' mind had been conoerned
"Yea." answered Mr. Dustin Stet; "I
out reckoned without knowledge, for this depeadiaes at the end of the fifteenth
e with what was going on outside feel thaerray about it. But my tastes then start for the river, 100 yards of Canadian malarial by the aid
of Infants' booth continued to be yoked up century to the grand duke of Moscow.
away. It wee/always' a mystery to me Canadian water power
In thews Russian republics of old
and Canadian la- sad
toowthe artist opened a box of surgical
Ar- t and less with what was going on are so etpenalve I Met &fiord to be
how a turtle could find the same place bor. Think Of what it means!
0114111 Of it, if be had been more alive poor."-Washington Star.
real republimullani
The reaccordim,
on the shove When a short distance tention in Canada of $60,000,0
hapreseions, the minister might
00 now
One of these, a mirror and probe to the propaganda literature of tie
out at sea it all looks alike-just sandy yearly spent abroad, the
Stilre asked himself an endless number
Wanted Only Her Own.
supplying of coo3toined, searched the secret places of reeoictionists, now martered broadcast
of questions concerning this contrast,
Mrs. De Fashion-at a children's par- ridges, with scrub palmetto and coarse the new demand for steel rails, structhe ear and'cleaned it out. Another in- over Russia. The poorest citizen had
grass
Its causes, its justification, its results. ty-Marle!
tural steel, and other classes of the prod- strument shaved the inside of
the ear, as much voles in the government at
Nurse ‘Girl-Yes. ma'am
but. as It was, he passed on without
uct which have arisen in consequence which was then scented and anointed. the richest; absolute majority. at the
rellecting. his eyes bent on the ground,
Mrs. De Fashion-It's time for us to
polls decided all questions of interior
of the country's development, the profit- The same tool did a delicate
HIGH LIFE IN TOMSK.
Sob on the
his hands crossed Leh tad his bade
go home Which of these children is
and foreign affairs. When an office
able sale of your surplus products in for- eyebrows, removing two
---hairs in the
mine?-N. Y. Weekly.
Siberian City That Comes Near to eign markets, and the creation In this senter.
was accused of wrongdoing
A long row of dark, forbidding tees•
all the citizens sat in judgment on bins and
meets loomed up. Out of the doorway
country of numerous other industries
• Being Worth a Few Days
de"A dental surgeon.' WO." murmured
cided
Proof Posittes.
et the moat ramshackle of theee two
more
or
by
less
dependen
their
t on Iron and steel. the almost resigned
votes whether he should
Sojourn.
patient,
as
the
The Male Idiot-But how can I be
be retained or should lose his
In Sweden the quantity of ore Is tulle
men passed and one said to the other:
-°facia'
barber pried his mouth opal. scraped
head. The minority bad to submit t
"Old Latham is squeezing us pretty sure that you love me?
Tomsk, Siberia, is not such a dread- cleat to supply the markets of the world
the bark of his teeth with a small steel the
Female
The
Ditto-Remember that ful place. A traveler writes of it. for 100 years. I should say Canada has
majority in all things, and the
bard. The rent is going up next
hoe end inserting a roll of slippery elm
president or print*, as he was called
ebonth. and I don't know bow I can t Wive had many chances to marry "After leaving the governor we paid a three times as much."
toothbrus
bark
used
it
se
h.
a
handsome men, clever men and inter- visit to the shops of Tomsk in order to
elected for several years, held ocs
stand it!"
The rights of privacy seemed much only with the
proviso that he coulee be
see by the papers," reviled his esting men-and yet I accepted you!- complete our-outfit We were able to THIRTY ELK IN INCLOSURE
exceeded when the patient's tongue dismissed
-buy apples newly arrived from the Cauat a moment's notice If h
rompanion. "that Latham has just Cleveland Leader.
casus, tea from China-only 400 enlist Colorado Ranchers Come Upon a was seized by silver nippers and misbehaved Even the church authormade the church a handsome gift
scraped by another instrument.
Find That Is Itire and
ities and the priests were elected
Misunderstood.
away, and brought by a sledge or
ite's got to square the two ends someby
"I fix your finger tail in your foot?" popular vote, and all had to
"Do
you
Valuable
ever
reatt
a
.
paper
drosky
your
at
by the overland trade routes
bow, I suppose."
submit to
asked
the
artist
this
juncture
at
dictation from the Polindrat opened by Peter the Great-and
"I suppose No." said the other for- dab?" asks the visitor.
The spectacle of 30 elk insole an in.
"No, no; you've done enough to me,'
"No. every time I go to the reading many kinds of goods from Germany
ilornly, "but I wish some one would exclosure is something rarely seen in exclaimed the customer. "Let the real
WORRY OF LEARNED MEN.
'plain to me how he justifies himself." room I find that the papers have been such as kodaks, photographic material
this country, but nevertheless such a of my body alone. I suppose if I'd
grabbed
the
by
usual
and
bunch
kinds
all
habitues
of
at
up-to-dat
e
articles.
1 The two men passed out of sight
who Mt around that room all the
"We also paid a visit to a barber, sight has been witnessed by several ot irked for a hair cut, Instead of a quick The Electern Hypothesis a Source
land earshot.
T tele
conversation
et Much Concern to
time."
who
-Judge.
could compare favorably with one our ranchers recently, and within a shave, you would have amputated Eal
,
en to sae, over the surface
a
eikimmed
t
miles
Pine.
of
.le,
tew
says
tie
Denver
trepanne
Elecirleisuas.
leg
and
d
,of
my
the
first-clas
skull."
s
barbers
in the west
the listener's preoccupied mind, not
A Busy Wife.
end of London, and was quite as dear, Republican.
"Egyptian barber; do. everytinge
ieven ruffling it, leaving no fmpression
It apparently matters much to the
Mrs: M. J. Westfall has a school two was the calm reply.
Bacon-My wife is very erratic One charging us a shilling for a shave and
-I graduite
ibehtnd
professors what matter la.
day she is bursting into tears and tne a haircut. I was in every way very fa- tion near he teed of Willow creek, school in Cairo."
Prof
I Suddenly It dawned on the minisWind, of the University of Utrecht,
next day she Is inrrstinzt into laugh- vorably impressed by the town. With which is entirely fenced, making an
en
The concluding operations were at
ter's ate:Ilion that it was growing
pounds
the electera theory, which may
ter.
a population of about 60,090, It is as inclosure a mile emeare. This Is well orange flower scented face
wash
late and that it was high time to re
mean revolutions. It is pointed out
Egbert-She really must be kept rich in chUrehes and public buildings up In the mountains, and recently the anotntings of various
marts, combine
turn, and he retraced his steps, dis- pretty busy bursting -Yonker
s States- as any English or American town will gate was left open. which is near the of the eyehrOws. a dry shampoo' of the that if by progress of experiment and
tressed beyond measure to think bow
the/v.1 the electeru hypothesis in its
man.
five times the number of inhabitants trail, with the result that the elk en- hair, with perfuming, anointin
g ant ultimate form
'the valuable minutes were flying and
should continue to gain
"Moreover the Tomsk university is tered. "Linde" George Smith and a combing, and a squirt of
some fragran gram&
leaving him without a topic for a serif It finally should prove tin
an imposing building and contains two party of riders, who were out rounding liquei into mouth
The Poet-Card Fiend.
and nostrils. Al avoidable
mon.
to accept theview that mat"I fear she won't enjoy herself in faculties-those of medicine and law up their beef cattle, found it necessary this brought the total
time for a quid ter consists entirely
On the way homeward be pasted the Heaven."
to
ride
into
this
pasture,
and rods
of electrons, Mang
This capital, in fact, takes the third
shave up to one hour and eight min
unsightly tenements again. A crowd
and momentum would eease to ha
place in educational importance in the right into the herd, which immediately
"Why not?"
bad gathered around a patrol wagon
lied and followed the line of the fence,
what they now are in our ideas, quart.
"I don't believe you can send empire."
"What Is the damage?" said the cue
that stood In feint of the Met building souvenir postal cards
making no attempt to go through.
titles strictly invariabie. The preen.
from there."of the row. If the minister had paused
The riders were without, weapons termer as be was reclothing himself.
lection and confidence with which sciPittsburg Post.
Bark of Sequoias.
He felt himself in fact much fresh- ence has for
to inquire he might have learned that
contented themselves with watchand
centuries aimed at a de,
California's giant trees, the sequoias
ened and exhilarated after so many orription
a night laborer, working at a baseof the
thousands of years old, have been pre ing the bunch for trotne time. and then
Its Peculiarity.
universe la
attention
varied
and
s.
mint foundation, hied been killed, that
terms only of matter and motion werq.
"How did you ever come into posses. merved to this day because of their proceeded on their way. Ordinarily an
"Twentycents."
five
replied
he had left a family timeliers and Ilion of such
will
the
go
elk
through
barbed, wire fence
based chiefly, though half unconscious.
a cheap-looking umbrella enormously thick bark. From time to
lathe, naming a higher price ey, on the idea of mass
bat Under the terms of his contract
time, In the course of ages. forest and scatter it for great distances, bat swarthy
and momentum,rn
as the?"
than he charged to compatriots.
had absolved his employers from
being Invariable, hinges or pictures cat
"Wheel got this umbrella in a very pee fires have swept through the big tree this bunch did not. Great dansage is
"Say, that's dirt cheap," exclaimed Invariable elements of reality itself
poneibilltY in else of accident. Cutter way-! bought It."-J
al
lanes, destroying erverythIne, yet only often done to the fences of ranchers
udge.
his haste' tb. Rev. Harem StodBut
the American, adding a ten-cent green- This idea. says the Chicago Tribute, ,
seorehing for a couple of Inches' depth by these animali
ity. `But you ought not to advertise fundamental to our whole
dard concluded that the disaster was
or so the almost fireproof bark. The
Losing Strength.
mechanics .1
'Johannesburg Court Finding.
the eon le ace of i deiuken brawl
as a quick shave, old man."
it
coneeption
nature, would shrink int o
"An' how's per wife. Pat.!"
flames having carbonized that much ot
Dierciesed _because tie had married, N
and he walked on, his mind still di&
quick
"The
Egytian
shale,"
rin
said the
illusion in the light of the ao
the hark, could not penetrate farther. Johannes
"Sure, she do be awful sick."
burg bank clerk obtained barber.-Washington Post.
traught by his rulestng ssrinon.
theory.. A great sit entage would 1 be
tor the carbonieed portion formed an three
"Is ut dangerous she is?"
months'
salary and p.65 for libel
Finials hie reached tee house, enft
that whereas it now seems al me ,st
"No. she's Aso weak t' be dangerous absolutely fireproof covering for the containe
d in the letter of dismissal,
hopeless
iavolve
' tared his tlists,ry, lit his lamp and anny more!"-Cleveland Leader.
to
remainder of the interior bark.
eiectromagne tie
Servant's Long Service_
dui court remarking that any agreeplunged Into a profound thottgb trot_Le
The following announcement 8.e. phenomena in a description in oer me
restraint
ment
In
of
marriage
was
o rewerie. Then his eyes happened
or Iv of matter and motion, the tir uity
Nark of Degeneracy.
Never Too Old.
M.
yeed, immoral and contrary to public pears in the Geneva papers:
to fall on a college eetalogue that lay
"Man never grows too old to learn,"
Mitcbett -- Young MeSeedey, who policy,
Mme 'Edouard Monop regretfully an- deeeeed in our picture of the phys tea)
avid would then be secured by pat
-len his desk and by e subtle process of remarked the man who comments on
went through the foetune his parents
ting
nonnee' the death of their faithful serv•
it.
'association "The Menge of Athletics in
la terms of electerns and moils ,e,
things.
left him, As arrested to-day for steai
ant, Mlle. Gabrielle Thomasset, who
'His Happiest Hour.
Our Universities" suggested itself as a
"Nor to unlearn." replied 'Senator lag a dollar.
He-Do you remember the. night I has been in the service of our family
How She Came.
!topic for his discourse.
Badger -Mile aukee Sentinel.
Gauss-What degeneracy! His fath
asked you to marry me?
for the Met 76 year!' itftsucceesion."
She had just arrived from a ere irney
1 "Why didn't I think of that befoter
it never thought of taking less than a
The aged servant was MI years old. On the'neat by bet' and
She-Yea, dear.
on the .ne in
iistelsitned the Rev. Hiram Stoddard,
Fatal Term.
million -Smart Set.
"For a whole hour we sat there and at the time of he: death.
trout had been two trice-10°10w: T77, 1
;as he set to work on his sermon enGrayee-What broke up your antinot a word did you speak. Ali! that
with whotn the would trot
'Lbustastlealty.- Chicago Daily News.
corset ifteetIng?
Back in Chicago.
was the happiest hour of my We!"Church Saved from Sands.
iecteri
conversing from Sheer -et
Gladys-Oh, some fool woman Pug
Dearlx)rn-And did you shake the Echo de*Paris.
The ancient church of St. reiran nem. But they had somehow steed
gaited
that
we,preee
Precisely.
nt a etraiglat Slant dust from your feet when yon left New
(Cornwall), 'which was recently, dis- to avail themselves of their opt
ortuni"What sort of canals are the ones as lo the enemy -('hicago Sun.
His Point of View.
York?
covered In the sands at Pertain, Is ty to talk with a pretty tin.
Nurse-See, Charlie, the stork has
Mars, professor?"
Wabash-Well. I don't know that I
be
to
about
restored.
"Did
you come try easy stages?" in. ,
The church
An Example.
brought you a nice little brother!
"Purely imaginary, my boy."
shook it from my feet exactly, Ina
Mantle near an ancient town of Corn. (mired a friend.
Johnoy-What is the title of three
Charlie-Yes, that's the wax! Just
the one at Panama,ehrknow I got rid of all the dust I ha& all
, wall, big sine, lost In the sands, and
Recalling the two silent fellow rope
•
Pa?
allarlerehigrnee
as i'm getting oh ini the Wotld coM:
right.-Yonkers Statesman.
rots/tiered to be by far the olliast VI"As replied with a Only
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I
ally •Wye e.- ,N, I. bun,
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DRUG STORE.

CURED BY CUTICURA
AT COST OF 75 CENTS

I.

Abram U. Well & Co

BACON'S

7th

POPULAR 'WANTS

FIRE INSURANCE

Campbell Block.

To

0k,

GREEN RIVER STONE

Ques

BOA

John S.Porteous Marble, Granite ei Stole Works

100,000 MOTHERS

(1C11-110010-[111(iall

Ed D.Hannan

PRIZES DRAWN

the Buffet •
el C. Gray, proprietor.
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditing, Adjusting,(tossing
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to

JOHN D. SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant,

...
••••••••Irris
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..
NG.
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...
Steam and hot Water Heating*

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER

none 14
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